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Abstract 

The observation and precision measurement of CP violation asymmerries and the 
phase of the CKM matrix is a major objective of B experimenrs at the SSC. The yields of 
reconstructed and tagged B decays and the various factors which minimize the dilution 
factors make mea~urcment~ of CP asymmrries in the fixed target option known as the SFf 
more than competitive with much more expensive hadron collider experiments and 
significantly better than asymmetric e+c- B factories. Moreover. the superior time 
resolution possible in the SFf configuration allows a precision in the measurements of 
mixing and time depcodenl CP violation effects in Bs decays that is possible with no other 
option. We prexnt estimates of the sensitivity and precision of mea~urcmem of the CKM 
matrix elemenl phases possible with the SFI option for various B decay modes. 
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1. Introduction 

The SFT[‘I “exlemal” fixed target experimental contigurarion has several technical 
advantages in the measurement of CP violating asymmetries compared to e+e- or ha&on 
collider experiments and is more economical to implement. Some of these technical 
advantages generated by the Lorentr twos1 and are common IO both internal (gas je1)[21 and 
external target (emacted beamA& target) rixed target B optionsf’Jl although tic two types 
of tixed target B experiments differ considerably in their implemen[ation. However, rhe 
use of a live target in which the full inleraction and subsequent decay veniccs can be 
observed directly is possible only in the “exfernrd” fixed target option. As will be shown. 
the live target coupled with rhc other technical advantages of the fixed targel cxperimenr are 
more than enough to offset the larger B cross sections available at collider energies. 

The higher momentum of B hadrons and the resulling longer B decay lengths and 
higher momenwm of the B decay products result in lower multiple scatlcring and much 

barer ratios of vertex resolution IO decay length in the SFT (<L&L> for B decays = 380!) 
than in collider options. This makes possible very good lime resolulion measwemenls of 
the CP asymmetries in both BOd and Bo, decay distributions, minimizing “dilution” effects 
due to mixing and minimum decay length criteria. The very good time resolution also 
makes possible measurements using [he rapidly oscillaling Bos and allows use of more 
complex analysis procedures using decays into CP non conjugate final states where 
analysis of the time distributions are essential. Indeed. it is possible given the kinematics of 
the very high momenfum R decays to observe Bo oscillalions and even 10 exvact Rod and 
B(‘s mixing parameters from panially reconsrructed B decays141. The superior ratio of 
decay length to resolution of lixed urge! experiments also significantly decreases the 
dilution effects due to misragging by allowing association of the tagging particle with a 
given secondary or rcrtiary vertex, Moreover, the rehuively low multiplicily of the SSC 
fixed rarget events logether with the better venex resolution and longer decay lengths leads 
fo better venex recognilion and reconstrucLion efficiencies for both the ragging and CP B 
decays. The overall resull of these effecrs is LO make possible more precise measurements 
of the angles of the uniurity triangle. 

Finally, the fact that a fixed target speclrometer need cover only a relatively small 
solid angle compared to a forward collider experiment, let alone a 4n hadron or e+e- 
experiment, leads to undeniable economies in detector consrruction. A qualitative summary 
of the relative merits of collider versus fixed target (either internal or external targel) are 
summarized in Table 1. The factors in favor of SFT are designated by a t. Asterisks 
indicate items that are advantages or disadvantages peculiar to [he extern;ll (extracted 
beanflive targel) option in dislinclion 10 lhe imernal txget oprion. T;lble 2 comparer a few 
collider and fixed target B production paramerers. In Table 2. we have taken IO’ 
inferactions per second as a limit for high rate 8 physics fixed iarget or collider detector 
(0 IX interactions per bucket a! the SSC) to avoid the problem of multiple high multiplicity 
wents per bucket. The heavy target enhancement of [he pN B producrion wd toul cross 
sections is taken to be A”~2R for the fixed target experiment. 

Table I 
\dvanrapes of Fixed Tareer Vs. Hadron C( 

Cross Secdons 
Difftculr Exwction’ 
Higher Acceptance 

Exremal Experimental Area* 
No Beam Pipe* 

Higher Momentum Ssondaries 
Lower Track Muhiplicity 

Active Target* 
Higher Reconsrmcrion Efticiencies 
Venexing EfticicncicslResolu[ions* 

Track Rcsolurionr 
Radiation Damage’ 

Triggering Efticiencymexibility 
Time Resolution 

Smaller Detectorshwcr Cost 

Table 2 
B Production Paramel 

heraction Rare 

O-I’ (PN or psi) 

‘JBB$WgpSO 

Event Charged Muhipliciry 

‘PB’ 
( Pleplon ’ 

Median B Decay Length 
Mean B Decav Lcnzth 

for the SSC Fixed Target C 
SSC Collider 

IO’ Inusec 
100 mb 
IOOOpb 
l/lo0 

“few” hundred 
43 GeVfc 
36 GeVk 

3mm 
l3mm 

cr B Physic Option 

+ 
+I- 
+ 
+I- 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

pared LO SSC Collider 
SSC Fixed Target (SW 

10’ 1ntlrcc 
356 mb 
‘56pb 
II6300 
= 20 

445 GeVlc 
280GcVic 

42 mm 
95 mm 

2. The WI’ Spectrometer 

The SFT spectrometer shown Fig. I is a IWO magnet open geometry forward 
spectrometer. The WC spectrometer provides angular coverage from appmximarely 2 to 
75 mrad for muons and electrons by means of a five layer Resistive Plate Counter (RPC) 
muon detector and a scintillating fiber EM calorimeter. Parricle ID for n.K and protons is 
provided over the same angular range by a RICH counter/transition radia[ion detector 
(TRD) combination 151 for momenta between 50 and 700 GeVlc with kaan efficiency 
greater than 90% and pion contamination less than 10%. The EM calorimeter coupled with 
the TRD provides electron ID. Straw tube and silicon microsrrip planes provide charged 
particle trajectory measurements both upstream and downstream of the analysis magnets. 
The specification and parameters of [he SFf specrrometer are described more fully in EOI- 
14[tl than possible is here. If particle ID is not necessary for a panicular track, then 
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charged panicle reconsn~tion can be perfomted using silicon microstrip detectors at angles 
less than 2 mrad wi,h respect ,o ,he barn. 

5% Supet- Flxed Target Beauty S~ectr~meler 

w---i-+ + 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 IU 

mater3 

Fig. I 
SM‘ Spccmnelel 

While space does no1 permit a derailed descriplion of all detectors. dw xcrplanccs 
and the momemum, spa&al, and time re~oiutions have been esrimzwd for this s~ectmmelcr 
using GEANT simula&ms which incorporate experience oblaincd in rhe Fermilab fixed 
target progmml61. We have estinuredl7i rhe various vcnex resoludons given in Table 3 for 
the SFT silicon microvertex detector/live target arrangemem based on a detailed track 
reconsuuction in a hit level Mon~e Carlo of B”d->n+n- decays in 20 TeV fixed larger 

interactions in the silicon live target, including multiple scattering. charge sharing. delta 
rays. smp widths. secondary inleractions. etc. 

Table 3 
SFf Silicon MVXD Vertex Resolurions 

nex (Noacks=2. ~20 GeVlc)* 
Lepton Impact Parameter 

~~ 4 

-- 3 

-- 2 

Table 4 gives the average z separadons of B decays in the SFT as compared with 
the z resolutions for the various venex quantities. 

Table 4 
SIT Primary. Secondary and Te esohions 

I 

As can be seen, the separation of primllry and secondary vertices is very much larger than 
the resolutions that can be attained in the SFT live rarget resulting in r(B)/or = 70 or even 
more impressive, 

<Decay length>loL=380 

with this son of ratio of decay length 10 vcnex resoludon, the I 5az GUI set as a standard to 
mure adequate separation of primary and secondary vertices is not saious at all for the 
fixed target option in distinction to the collider configuration where in causes significant loss 
of El decays. These excellent vertex resolutions also result in 

or- 0.018 ps 

a time resolution achievable in no other option. 

me uacking system of the SFT, optimized in several ways, combined with Ihe two 
magnet system OPerated with qurl and opposite 1.5 CeV/c p, kicks, results in a 
mOme”,“rn resnlution of 

op/p=.cc09+o.MMoo84l~p 

The two body IIMSS resolutions of the spectrometer corresponding m these tracking 
mwlutiOns are given in Table 5 for the I/‘P-yip and Bad-x+x-. These resolutions a 
impoI’Unl to minimizc backgrounds and the dilutions in the CP xymmerries that result ft.,,,, 
them. 
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Table 5 
SFT S~cctromcfcr Track Momentum and Two Body Mass Resolutions 

I Oh/m I O& I w (Mevl& 

JrY->l~+p- 0.0039 0.0025 7.6 

BO->x+n- 0.0045 0.0029 13.0 

Finally, because of the large number of tracking planes, the Efficiency for single 
track and two track vertex reconstruction are 295% and >90% respectively. These 
resolutions and efficiencies when combined with the expected efficiencies for K/n/p/c/p 
identification possible with the RICWTRDIEM CalorimeteriRPC p detector system of the 
Sm result in the esrimates of Table 6 for the mistagging and overall efficiencies for the 
tagging &I$ or K panicles wed 10 determine the panicle or antipanicle nature of the other B 
in the event. 

Tags Mistags 

Table 6 
Mirta~sIEficiencics 

Efficiencies 

Vcnex Dctcm Toal Vertex Vertex Panicle Track Total 
Assoc. Ineff. Mistag Assoc. Sep. ID Rec. 

B->P* ~0.025 <O.OlO SO.035 0.95 09.5 0.99 O.Y5 0.85 
B-x+ <0.025 co.05 <0.075 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.82 
B->K* <0.025 -0.10 SO.125 0.95 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.77 

3. The Measurement of the Angles of the Unitarity Triangle 

As is well known. [he unitarity of the CKM ma~rixlRl can be expressed in six 
independent relationships[91. one of which is 

V”dV*“b+V~V’~b+V,dV’Ib=O (I) 

This relationship can be expressed as a triangle in the complex plane. the angles of which 
are the phases of the CKM matrix elemenu in the Wolfenstein approximationl’01. 
Following Aleskan et alI’ll, for finite resolution. [ime dependent mesruremenrs of B 
decays into CP cigenrtates (referred to as CI:us I decays here;tf,er, or “almo~,” Cp 
elgcnstates or etgenstaten at the quark level (referred 10 :th Class II dccxys). the error in 
sin(2Q) is given by 

&(rin*Q) - $.L*L*L*L*L* & 
zag 4, d, da, L., 4., 111.1 

(2) 

where Q is one of the angles of the unilarity triangle and Nrecoo is the sum of Ihe 
reconstructed and tagged B” and 6” decays in the selccred mode for which a measurement 
of CP asymmerries is being analyzed. Use of other types of decay modes for delerminarion 

of the CKM matrix phases is also possible. For example. measurements of four (or six) 
amplitudes for B decays of the Class III form 

B->@+X B->$O+X 
B->Df’+X B->Do+X X#Tc 
B->D”,+X i -> Do,+x 

can and will be used for determination of the angles. particularly “y. Here the quotation 
marks indicate that the angle “7 is the angle gamma of the unittity triangle defined by 
quation (I) above only in the Wolfcnstein approximation[‘21. For the precision of 
measurement anricipatcd for the SFT and other options at the SSC. the differences between 
“I’ and y will be significant. For brevity, the method of ana~ysislt’l of Class 111 decays 
will not be discussed in detail here but is referred to in the connibutions 10 this workshop 
of the fixed target yworking gmupll41. 

The various “dilution” factors in the error are 

d,,, = dilution of B,, mixing = [,I+ + p&] + 

where P~,~,,P,.P~ are the hadronizarion fractions for B:. By. B:. A, 

dcp = dilution due to CP decay statistics 

=e-<-. I+ 
[ 

2%. S’” %‘T, - c”s2%,7,., 
1+4*:,, ] %-a #Z 

d, = dilution due todeviation of final state from a CP eigenctate 

2P 
=--i I + p ,SCP,,.,,,. + 1 

db,, = dilution due to background = 
Ei 

dyMl = dilution due to mistagging = (I- 2~) 

d,,. = dilution due 10 time resolution = e 
-2.2/2 ’ 

A few things can be immedintely noted about the error, SsinZQ and ihe various 
dilution factors. SsinZQ is inversely proportional m the square roa of the number of 
t~~~n~tmctcd, lagged events and inversely proponional to the dilution facfor. If a choice is 
10 be made, it is better to give up statistics in a perdcular decay channel in order to improve 
its dilution factor. Since all terms are positive in the expression for dtag. this dilution factor 
is minimized if all possible species of the other B are used for ragging. However. it should 
be cautioned that the doubly damaging dilution dolistag due to mistagging may be less 
bothersome if a panicular B species is seleaed for the tagging B. The mistagging can anise 
from several sources 
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1. b->c->p.e decay: This source of m&lags is minimized by p, cu,s on leprons and can be 
elimina,ed completely if the complete even, topology including all secondary and ,eniary 
vertices is reconstmcrcd. In lx,. mislags can be idenlified and changed to proper rags if 
,he lep,ons and K’s can be assigned ,o the proper vertices. A capabili,y for comple,e vertex 
,opology is a strcnglh of the Sm live rarget experimenral configuration. 

2. ILK-z-p.! decays: This source is minimized by association of Ihe lepmn with rhe primary 
verlex. I, IS also minimized in ,he tigger sample by p, cu,s on lepton imposed by the 
mgger. 

3. Punchrhrough of hadrons through ,he muon shield: This is no, a serious problem for ,he 
SFT fixed rarge, muon de,ec,or since, as shown below, the shield can be very ,hick 
because of ,he high momentum of the Lorentz beasted fixed target muons from B decay, 

4. y->e conversions This source is minimized by p, and momemum cu,s on e+c- pair 
since [he conversion ekc,rons fmm the # decay photons are rrlarively low in energy. This 
will be quan,i,a,ivcly discussed in the oiggering secrion below. 

We have atlempled 10 estimale the dilution fac,ors for ,he various combinaions of 
B”d and Bos decays even though important information abou, the various modes (such as 
hadroniralion factors, backgrounds, values of physics parameters such as p, xs, etc.) are 
poorly known or completely unknown a, this time. We describe below ,he assumptions we 
have made in the esdmation of the dilu,ion fac,ors. 

We have used hadronization factors pdpd/pdpA = 0.38 IO.38 IO.14 IO.10 and 
mixing puamerers xdd.7 and xs=lO 10 calcula,e l/d,eg=l.49. We have used the same 
mixing parameters and a ISo,-3.75m.m minimum parh leng,h criterion (leading ,o a 7cu, = 
15aJLdecay of 0.039 for the SFT silicon vertex de,ecror) 10 calcula,e I/dCp = 1.77 and 
1.40 for Bad and B”s respeclivcly. Since 0% = odLde,.ey = O.W26. the effec, lime 
resolution results in Ildres -I even for B% decays for ,he SFT The minimum time cu, 
and the effec, of the finile time resolution are much more serious for ,he collider 
configurations (cspccially ,hc cenval collider configurarion) since the rario of resoluion to 
path lcnglh is much power ,han for the fixed urge, configuration. In parricular, 
measunmen,~ of B”s time distibulions are very difficult in collider experiments. Next, 
since litdc is known abou, p for the non CP cigcnstare modes, we have again followed the 
lead of Aleksan et alf,,l and assumed P value of It2 for the ratio of [he rates for &>f ,o 
Bo->f for the non CP cigcnstate modes. This results in l/dp=1.03 for such modes as 
compared 10 I for [he decays imo uuuc CP eigcns,a,es. Finally, while [he backgrounds 
considered so far for the various modes have been negligible, this work is s,ill in progress. 
Table 7 below indicacs the various backgrounds under s,udy. Each of these types of 
backgrounds mu, be srudied mode by mode. 

Secondary tnteractionsl,Sl negligible Special to the SIT 
Most serious for B->nn 

B decays of Sa,,,c[7.,61 
Topology 

In process Example: B-xx vs. B->KK 
Panicle ID required 

Minimized by wxi mass rcsolurion 

Loss or eain of a track 
Complete reco&uc,ion of B decays 

Good track and venex resolurion 
compared 10 decay lengths minimizes this 

We have made wha, scents ID us a consrrVa,ivc assumprion tha, a minimum signal 
to background rario of 5/i can be achieved for most modes. This assump,ion leads ,o 
l/dbkg = 1.12. 

Collecting all of these fac,ors together, we show in Table 8 below es,ima,es of [he 
individual and overall dilution facrors appropriae ,o Class I and II decays of neutral & 

lha, we .we considering. 

Table 7 

Table 8 
Dilu,ion Factors 

I/dp 1 l/dbkg 1 I/dmis,ag I I/drcs I Ildtota,l 

I ? (7177 1,075 l,,* =I d..I._I.LI 
3.48.3.59 

)I* 1.33 3.93,4.05 

BOS e-t 1.075 1.49 2.51.2.59 I .40 
Kt l.0.1.03 

1.12 
I.18 1 .oo I 2.76.2.84 
1.33 3.1 1.3~20 

t 

These dilution factors arc used in whr, follows 10 weigh, properly [he various 
[hat an tagged using [he three passtblc tagging methods listed in Table 8. 

CP decays 

3. Yields of Beauty Decays in the SFr 

The final number necessary for the esdmares of ,he error in [he determination of 

sin2Q is the number of reconstrwxd and lagged events. N,,,,,. 
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N ..cca = N, - f 8 * 4~ - K, * A,<, - E 
f = WP . Qag * errig 

NB E Number of B’s produced per year of operation in the SFT 
BRCP = Composite Branching ratio for the CP decay 
BRag a Composite Branching ratio for the mg decay 

fB 5 Hadronization ratio for specific CP and wgging B configuration 
Accp E Composile acceptance for the BCp, Btag and trigger particles. 

WP -Composite detccror and rcconsrruction eflicicncics for CP B decay 

%g t Composite detector and reconstruction efficiency for tagging B decay 
eoig P Composirc detector effvzicncy for trigger 

In the following sections. wc will evaluate Nrecon for specific modes. 
The cross scclion for pp.> BE production as a function of 4s has been calculated to 

third order by Nason. Dawson and Ellisl”l. Tl, csc calcularions have been further refined 
by Bcrger and MingllRl. Based on these calculations. a B hadroproduction cross sections 
for pN imcractions of 2 &b and 0.5 10 Ipb at SSC and LHC fixed targel energies 
respectively are expected. In addition, to estimate the production of B’s by protons on 
silicon for the SFf live target. an A dependence of AI.0 has been assumed resulting in a 
psi cross section of 56 pb for B production at 193 CieV. To estimate the number of the 
various B species. the hadronization fractions p+/pd/p,dpA = 0.3H IO.38 IO.14 10.10 have 
ken used. 

Using a total inelastic cross section of 32 mb for pN interactions a! IY3 GcV and an 
atomic number dependence of A 0 ‘2, the total cross sccdon for psi inleraclions at IY3 
Gevlc at the SFT is calculated to be 3.52 mb. This leads to rhe expcciarion al one BE pair 
for every 6300 interactions in psi interactions ai 193 GeV (compared to =I/100 at &=40 
TeV, a factor of 60). llsing the crystal extracted beam with intensity 2.5~10’1 
protons/second producing 107 interactions per second in rhe SFT live target region 4.0% of 
an meradon length) operated for 10’ seconds. lOI interaction will be produced in one 
year of operation. The average number of interactions per beam bucker (16 ns spacing) 
will be 0.1 to 0.2 at this intensity. As a result, we expect cleaner interactions compared 10 
other options such as gas jet and wire experiments which plan for 2 10 4 inferactions per 
bucker. The BB pmiuclion together wirh the hadronizadon fractions given above results in 
the expected yields of rhc various B species per year in the SF7 given Table Y below: 

Table Y 
Produclion per Year (10’ xc) of B Pairs in SFT 

B Pair Cross Section for pN 2 vh 
B Pair Production Cross Section for psi 56 pb 

Number of B Pairs I .6x IO” 

Given these species of B’s, the numbers of interesdng B daxys which arc useful 
for triggering, tagging or CP studies themsclvcr can be estimated. Table 10 tabulates the 
production per year in the SFT of these decays. Table IO also includes yields of 
combinations of CP and leptotiaon tagging or lepton triggering using the other B decays 
where tagging is needed 

Table IO 

The branching ratios of Table IO are composite branching ratios for the required B 
dceay configuration. They include branching ratios for all secondary decays such as Kos- 
xn. Jr?-++. Q->K+K- required to produce an cxpcrin~cnt;~lly detectable final state. 
The composite branching rario also contains the branching rxios for the tagging and {rigger 
decays of the “other” B where required. For B->D decay composite branching ratios of 
Table IO. we have used only the experimentally accessible D modes into all charged decay 
products given in Table I I in our determination of [he yields of B decays suitable for CP 
violation measurements. These all charged decays rest111 in 2. 3.4 or 5 charged particles 



in the final state in a variety of topologies (one prong, IWO prong and three prong venices 
in one or two vertex topologies with the incoming neutral or charged B sometimes 
observed in rhe SFT live target). The geamctic acceprances of each 01 the modes inTable, 
10 that have a ti or D” in the final state have been determined from a Monte Carlo which 
includes the 3 and 5 body fmal states or the 2 and 4 body for the charged D’s and neutral D 
mesons respectively, properly weighted wirh the BR’s for the individual channels. In the 
tinal yield calculations, the tracking, panicle ID and ucrcxing efficicnci& for the LYs are 
also included using the weighted average of Ihe pro&c, of these factors for Ihe various 
modes taking into account the various vencx topologies of the modes 

M 
D Meson 

@CP 

Table I 
‘All CharRed D*d, Do, I 

Made 

K*n+n- 
Kf,+n-x+n- 

Il+lf-llf 
K+K-n* 
,+n-trf- 

K+K-n+n-n’ 
rr*:n+n-n+n- 

Kfrr+lr- 
K-n+ 

K-x+x-n+ 
K+K- 

K+K-a+n- 
iT+n- 

lr+x-x+x- 
R+T[-il+lt-fl+l- 

X+X- 
K+K 

p, V+< Dee 
BR 

Y.hxlO-2 
6.1x10-3 
2.8x10-3 
3.9XlO~2 
1.2x10-2 
1.4x10-2 
0.2X10~2 
1,4x10-3 
3.7x 10~2 
7.5x10-2 
4.1x10-3 
2.4x10-3 
1.6x10-3 
7.5x10-3 
4.0x10-4 

1.6x10-3 
4.LxIO-3 

lades 
TOWI 

10.5X10-2 

6.7x10~* 

12.8x10-2 

5.6x10-3 

We must determine how much of the B production tabulated in Table 10 remains in 
the uiggcrcd even1 samp!e wrirrcn to tape. The flexible three level triggering strategy 
adopted for the SFT detcctorl’91 is based on detection of high pi leprons and hadrons. To 
rcducc the Level I 107interaction/scc rate to a level sufficient for a second level trigger 
(-IO4 /set), we plan LO adopt a strategy similar IO the one successfully employed for muon 
rriggcn in Fermilab Experiment E771 10 both hadrons and lcptons in the SFfY The SFC 
triggers will impose at level I bath p, and nwmentum requirements on hadrons and leptons 
within the angular range 2 mrad 10 75 mrad as given below: 

*opposite charge dileplon uigger 
max. pr lepton .l.O GeVlc, min. p, lcp1on>0.5 GeV/c 

Pleplon >20 GeVie 

* opposite charge dihadron wiggcr 
max. pi >3.0 GeVlc, min. pt >I.0 GcV/c 

* lcplon -hadron trigger 
pI lcpron >I.5 GcVlc, p, hadron >I.0 GcVlc 

p~cpron >20 GcVlc 

This ensemble of triggers allows us 10 trigger on semileplonic and kaon decays 
from tagging B decays or on the various CP decay topologies of interest (Bad->n+n-, Bad- 
>J/Y’KO,, Bf->DOKf. Bos->DOK*O, etc.). 

The Level I pt requirement is imposed by forming coincidences of collections of 
pads in several planes of pad chambers which encompass all possible trajcctorics of oackn 
above a given pt threshold. The lcpton ID for the high p, p or e are imposed on thin 
tracking trigger at Level I by requiring an additional coincidence 10 be sarisficd by a signal 
from the region of the muon detector or elceuomagnedc calorimeter which is pointed at by 
the high pt charged particle trajectory formed by rhe pad coincidences. In the ease of the 
RIClUIUD. as discussed below, the requirement of the panicle ID is imposed at Level II 
because of the additional complicarions of extracting information from the RICH. Any 
particle not receiving a e or )I ID at level I is considered to bc a hadron. The minimum 
momentum requirement for muons is imposed b the thickness of the muon detector. The 
minimum momentum requinmcnl for the e 2. IS se1 by imposing a threshold on Ihe 
electromagnetic detector elemems indicated by the high pt track trajectory. This trigger. 
which can be implemented with Programmable Logic Array chips, will require 
approximately 150 ns 10 form, similar 10 the high p[ muon trigger of E771120l. A latency 
period of approximately 1 &scc will be required to collect all signals neeessary for this 
aigger from me spee!mmc*er. 

The dielectmn, dimuon, dihadma and hadron lcplon triggcn have inefficiencies due 
to the various detector components required LO form them. Intrinsic IO each of Ihesc 
triggers is the tracking nigger foroxd using the pad chamber signals. In order to minimix 
pad chamba ineff~ciencics, five planes of pad chambers will be used and each plane signal 
will be formed from the OR of signals from a double gas gap. To form the pad coincidence 
which defines the track. any three out of five will bc required. This should effectively 
tliminatc inefficiencies at this stage of the uacking trigger. We expect to achieve better 
than 98% cffGieney fa wh nwk pair with this system. 

A seuwd eomponenl of the ineltiicncy will k present due to incffrieney in mcL 
ID for the clearon and the muon. We will identify the moon using Resistive Plate 
Chanters @PCs) similar to those used in ii77 I. Requiring aony three of five chamber to 
delk I nucm. we expect to achieve efficiencies better than 99% per moon. ‘Ihe situation 
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with elstxons may be worst since the electron is tagged by a coincidence of the TRD and 
the EM calorimeter. To be conservative. we assume this can be formed with greater than 
95% cflicicncy pa electron or 90% per electron pair. Overall. WC estimate the detector 
efficiencies for tbc single ckctrott. single muon, dihsdron, dielectmn. dimuon. electron 
hadron and muon hadron higgers to bc 95%. 998, 98%. 90%. 98%. 94% and 98% 
RXp&Vely. 

The major contributions to the muon and electron trigger rates are due to n.K 
scmimuotdc decays. hxltvn punch through and charm mcson decay in the case of the muon 
trigger The main backgrounds to the electron trigger arc the overlap of charged hadrons 
and photons, e/n misidentification. and photon conversions in the target. For c/n 
misidentiIication. \yc make the conservative assumptions that the EM calorimeter gives an 
online pion rejection of a factor of ten and the TRD adds a second factor of ten. 

The major contributors to the dihadron trigger rates are direct production of 
chargcd hadrons in the primary interaction and charm meson decays into charged kaons. 
The pt cut eliminates much of the tt,K->II decay triggers for the muon aiggcr and a 
substantial fraction of the #->n->c+e- conversion triggers for the electrons. The p,c 
tiggcn due to punch through hadrons in the case of the moon trigger and conversion 
electrons from n” photons in the case of the clcc~~oon trigger are further reduced by the 20 
@V/c minimum momentum cut on the electron and moon candidates in Level I 

The SFT trigger rate has been estimated using PYTHIA simulations for minimum 
bias and charm production. ‘Ihe retention of Et signals for the modes of interest have also 
beat estimated using PYTHIA 7he trigger rates for each Level I trigger are summarized in 
Tables 12. 

Table I2 
Level I Interaction Rate Suppressions of Trigger Backgrounds 

Level I Level I Level I I 
n.K->p.c y Bacboound Charm->w,c 

e-hadron (I.5,1.0) 1 9.7x1@ 1 2.7x10-7 

Total Suppression 3.1x10-3 

WC estimate that we can achieve at Level I an overall suppression of 5x10-3 taking into 
accotmt the finite pt resolution for pt cuts required by the various triggers, This would 
result in 50 KHz of triggers passed on to Lcvcl II for funhcr filtering. 

For those cvcnts triggered on decay products from the BCp decays themselves. 
both lepton and kaon tagging using the other B decay are possible. For those events in 
which the other B decay provides the trigger, only the given decay product (high pt lepton 

or kaon) is normally available for tagging purposes. This will be further discussed in the 
tagging section. 

s fT Level II 
AS discussed above. the various level I SFf triggers result in a composite Level I 

trigger rate of approximately 50KHr. An additional level 
the trigger ‘ate to the goal of <lo4 events per second fe 
global Uigga rejection of a factor of 25 for all modes can 
requirement for pmsena of secondary vertices in the silia 

The Level II trigger is basal on use of associative memories for fast tracking in the 
silicon detector. Associative mcmoricsare inverse memo 

of triggering is rcquircd to reduce 
:eding Level III. This additional 
be pmvided by a relatively loose 

on detector. 

all possible valid track trajectories. When hit information from the silicon detector is 
provided to the associative memories. the data patterns are compared with the stored 
configurations. Providing there are matches between data hit patterns and valid track 
posstbthttes. the associative memories return the location of the correspondence which can 
be used as an index for track slopes and intercepts. Once tracks arc reconstructed in this 
manner. a post associative memory processor will process the tracks. evaluating a function 
of the impact parameters which indicates the likelihood of the presence of secondary 
vertices in the event. Using this algorithm, Monte Carlos estimates indicate that the 
required factor of ten suppression of trigger rate can bc achieved with a B retention of90%. 
Thus. WC expect a uigger rate of 5ooO triggers/second surviving Level II. 

SF-f Level III 
Level III of the SFT data acquisition system is provided by an online farm of 

rclativelv modest orooortions. not markedlv larger than those already in operation or 
proposed for the Fcnnilab fixed target program. We expect to be able to easily achieve a 
reduction of J factor of five for events selected for offline analysis by this farm. Finally. wc 
estimate that composite SFf trigger and data acquisition system would have less that 10% 
dead time and pass approximately loo0 20 KBytc events/second to storage at 107 
interactions pa second. Therefore, a relatively modest data storage capacity is required for 
the SF-f (<20 MBytes/second). 

Level I. II, and 111 of the data acquisition system necessarily result in loss of B 
signal in the various decay modes. We have investigated the signal loss using PYTHIA 
and simulations of the SFf detector. Preliminary results for acceptances and trigger 
efficiencies and the trigger level retention factors are given in Table 13 for both CP decay 
products and the tagging pa$clcs if required. 
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Table I3 

B+:>,&+ . B->I* OS5 0.42.0.96 0.90 
Bad->J,Yp +>l*,K* 0.56.0.5 I 0.91.0.97 0.90 
Sod->J,‘Pt$ -B->l*,K* 0.60,0.55 0.91.0.97 0.90 

The acceptance factors in Table I3 include QII the charged decay products of the 
BCp and Btrig/tag For some triggers. both lcpton and kaon ragging are used. In thcsc 
cases the first number in the acceptance column is for lepton tagging and the second 
number for kaon tagging. The second factor in the Efftrig is the efficiency due to detector 
inefficiencies. If the Iepton from the other B decay provides the trigger, then pions from the 
B decays are not required to have 0>2mrad. 

&L&&f Rcconstm-a.&faeeed Events 

All the acceptance and efficiency factors contributing to the yield of reconstructed 
and tagged events in the SFT arc collected and the expected numbers of events in 
potentially interesting modes have been summarized in Table 14 below. All branching 
ratios for the various intelrsting B decay contigumtions have been included in the estimates 
of the numbers of BCp decays produced per year in the SFT The estimates include the 
branching ratios for the tagging and triggering particles as well as for the CP decay and the 
decays of secondary D’s, K”s, 0, etc.. 

The acceptances listed in Table 14 an the overall acceptances for every component 
of the B went that must be rcconstrucrcd in order for the ewn to be useful in the extraction 
of a particular angle of the unitaity triangle. For cxamplc, for B decays where triggering 
or tagging is rcquixcd. the acceptance of the uiggcring or ragging particle arc included in the 
acceptance. 

The cfftcicncy estimates in Table I4 include estimates of etng. stag and ECP. ettig. 
the trigger efficiency. includes both the effect of trigger settings such as minimum pt and p 
of rhe triggering sacks as well as the estimated efficiency of the detector components which 

generate the trigger. In addition. the trigger efficiency includes a factor of 0.9 to account 
for a live time goal of 90%. elag is the efficiency for tagging the went. This quantity does 
not contain branching ratios or acceptances but reflects only the efficiency with which the 
process of tagging the event can be accomplished. This process requires several steps 
which vary from mode to mode but generally includes some particle ID for the tagging 
particle. the reconstruction efficiency for the tagging particles, the vertex association 
efficiency among other factors. Similarly. the eCp factor contains no branching riltios or 
acceptances. It only reflects the efficiency with the charged decay products of the BCP 
decay can be reconstructed and form a vertex distinguishable from other vcrticrs in the 
event. The product of the three efficiency factors is the cff~cicncy for triggering on. 
reconsttucting and tagging a particular BCp’Btag even, topology for events where ,he 
necessary decay products of both B’s arc in the acceptance of the spcctromcrer. Nrecoo. 
the penultimate entry in Table 14. is the total number of accepted, triggered, tagged and 
reconstructed B events ofeach given topology which arc available for use in either time 
independent or dependent extraction of the angles a, p and yof the unitarity triangle. 

Finally, the various event samples which are tagged with both a lspton or a kaon 
must be corrected for overlaps between the two kinds of tags. The sum oi the two ragged 
samples is greater than the actual number of K or lepron tagged events brcausc of the 
events which contain both a lcpton and a K from the decay of the other B. Kaons are 
present in 85% and leptons in 21% of the B decays. If we make the assumption that the 
tags completely overlap. then every B->I decay will also have a kaon tag if we ignoring 
losses of either K’s or Icptons due to inefficiencies. With this assumption. we can have no 
more than the number of kaon tagged events as the total number of tagged decays sod the 
lcpton tag does little except corroborate the kaon tag. The opposite assumption would be 
that they are maximally uncorrelated would lead to 103% of the events tagged by one or the 
other with a 6% overlap. We adopt the average position that there is a 15% overlap. 
Therefore, a total of 85% +6W =9l% of the sum of the kaon and lepton tag samples will 
have one or the other or both types of tags. 

In addition. a correction must be made. in the case of the event topologies such as 
B-X* which are collected by two different triggers to account for events which satisfy 
bath single lcpton and dihadron triggers. If we assume the ovrrlap bctwccn the two 
triggers is maximal then every ditin trigger which has a lepton tag would also pro&cc 
a lcpton trigger and these oiggcrs must be subtracted from the dihadron trigger sample to 
reduce the overlap. While, not every lepton tag producer a trigger. a conservative approach 
yielding an upper limit on the overlap would be to assume thx the lepton tags and the 
lcpton trigger overlap completely. Therefore, WC take the number of dihadron triggers 
comcted as described above for overlaps in lcpton and hadron tags as a lower limit on the 
number of independent B”d->U+a- events accumulated by both triggers. As indicated in 
Table 13, the only example treated in this paper of a specific B decay accumulated by 
multiple oiggers is the B-x% decays. Since an attempt will bc made to accumulate all 
different modes with as many different triggers as possible, we will have to address the 
issue of tiiggcr overlaps mwe ~pletely in future work. 

The numkr of events cotrected for tag and/or ttiggcr overlap is given in the coIunm 
labeled Nmrr in Table 14. 
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Table 14 
Summary of Recons!m~ct~ 

B CP*tap.*tri I Prod. 

B.>p* 3.4x109 
B-X* 3.3x109 

B->K+ 2.7.10’0 

1 Bed->n+n- * B-A* (taa) 1 2.5xlod 
B’&+n- 
B”d->n+n- 

0.55 0.36 0.85 0.42 360 360 
0.55 0.36 0.85 0.47 II0 II0 

0.56 1 0.79 1 0.85 1 0.60 1 1.200 1 5.~10 
0.51 1 0.79 1 0.77 1 0.60 1 4.300 1 
0.60 0.79 0.85 0.54 26,OLKI IO,,MIC 
0.55 0.79 0.77 0.54 85.000 

4. Estimated Errors in a. p and ‘y’ per year of SFT Operation 

Collecting all the factors which contribute to 8he error in 0 as given in equation (2). 
we have made &mares of the errors in a, e and “/ per year of SFT operation using 
several B-> CP eigensrate modes. We point out that additional information and 
measuremen!s of these angles can be obtained using Class II and Class 111 decays (as well 
as other B decay types not discussed in this paper. These errors are preliminary and 
incorpora8e only a portion of the CP-tag topologies that can be used for measurements of 
CP violadon in B decays in fixed target experiments. Therefore, they should be considered 
as upper limits on the errors that can be achieved in the detcmdnadon of each angle. The 
results are given in Table I5 below. 

Table 15 
Expected Emxs in a, B and ‘y per Year of SFf Operation 

From Time Dcwcdcnt Mcasurcmcnrs of Bcp> CP Eiwnstates 
LI B(CP.tas..tria) I Rod. Acw b-d + lMh+ &in24 &$ 

no, .-+-- _ P .I ,.““1 ” ‘-‘04 0.55 0.31 
Ds .0.50 0.28 16,700 3.71 0.030 

L.JII@’ 
0.g” 

0.74 0.24 

6.8x104 0.30 0.44 34,000 3.80 0.021 o.~ 

“” , 
I 2.64 I n,. 

‘Weighted by the proportion of the p. e ~IIU R naga 

5. Summary 

The SFf facility is more than comperative with e+e- and collider configurations for 
precision measuremcnls of CP violation and dckrminadon of the phases of the CKM 
matrix. Based on the 543.5h4 cost estimate of EOI-14[11 and the $1 l7M and >$2OOM 
estimates for a forward colliderl2ll and c+c- opdonsf221 respectively. the fixed target 
option appears to be the most economical method of performing measurements of CP 
violadon. 
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